
Searhing for optial �ikering in 3 symbioti stars ⋆Kiril A. StoyanovInstitute of Astronomy and NAO, Bulgarian Aademy of Sienes,72 Tsarigradsko Shosse Blvd., 1784 So�a, Bulgariakstoyanov�astro.bas.bg(Submitted on 20.01.2012; Aepted on 12.06.2012)Abstrat. We observed the symbioti systems NQ Gem, ZZ CMi and BF Cyg in theperiod January � Marh 2011 with the 60-m telesope of the Rozhen National AstronomialObservatory in B -band. In our monitoring these systems did not show �ikering. However,the systems ZZ CMi and BF Cyg demonstrated low (below 0.01 mag), but statistiallysigni�ant intra-night paraboli trend of variability, while NQ Gem did not.Key words: stars:binaries:symbioti � stars:individual:ZZ CMi, BF Cyg, NQ GemIntrodutionSymbioti stars are interating binaries omposed of an evolved red giant orMira-like variable, and a hot omponent � white dwarf, subdwarf, neutron staror Main Sequene star. The ompat objet aretes hydrogen-rih materialfrom the stellar wind of the mass-donor star. This material powers ativity,inluding oasional eruptions and jets.The �ikering is stohasti light variations on timesales of a few minuteswith an amplitude of a few tenths of a magnitude. The �ikering is observedin three types of binary systems that ontain white dwarfs � atalysmi vari-ables, supersoft X-ray binaries and symbioti stars (Sokoloski 2003). Among
∼ 200 symbioti stars, only 8 present �ikering - RS Oph, T CrB, MWC 560,V2116 Oph, CH Cyg, RT Cru, o Cet and V407 Cyg (Dobrzyka, Kenyon &Milone 1996; Sokoloski, Bildsten & Ho 2001; Gromadzki et al. 2006).1 Observations and proessingThe symbioti stars NQ Gem and ZZ CMi were observed on the night of 2011January 25/26. Another symbioti star, BF Cyg, was observed on the night of2011 Marh 27. The observations were performed with the 60-m Cassegraintelesope at Rozhen National Astronomial Observatory, equipped with aFLI PL09000 CCD with 3056 x 3056 pixels and �eld of view 18' x 18'. Allobservations were performed in B -band.IRAF1 standard pakages were used for data redution and aperture pho-tometry. Table 1 represents the log of the observations and the results of theproessing are summarized in Table 2.Fig. 1 shows the observnal results. All light urves show intra-night trendsand they are �tted here with seond-order polynomials. The RMSD of the
⋆ Based on observations with the 60-m Cassegrain telesope of Rozhen National Astro-nomial Observatory operated by the Institute of Astronomy, Bulgarian Aademy ofSienes1 IRAF is distributed by the National Optial Astronomy Observatories, whih are oper-ated by the Assoiation of Universities for Researh in Astronomy, In., under oopera-tive agreement with the National Siene Foundation.Bulgarian Astronomial Journal 18(2), 2012



64 K.A.Stoyanovlight urves in respet to their mean values, s0, and the RMSD of the lighturves in respet to their seond-order polynomials s2, are given in Table 2.We apply F-tests to verify the statistial signi�ane of the original vari-ability, haraterized by s0, in omparison with the residual variability, har-aterized by s2, through the ratio s0/s2 (given also in Table 2).Table 1. Log of the observations of the symbioti stars: date of the observation, name ofthe observed star, UT of start and end of run, total time duration of run, single exposuretime, number of CCD frames obtained and mean IRAF-DAOPHOT photometri error.Date Star UT Run duration Exp-time N Errstart-end [min℄ [se℄ [mag℄2011 Jan 25 ZZ CMi 20:34�22:29 115 60 113 0.0072011 Jan 25/26 NQ Gem 23:28�01:13 105 5 900 0.0132011 Mar 27 BF Cyg 00:08�01:59 111 60 109 0.007The F-distribution is used most ommonly in Analysis of Variane. Itonerns the ratio of two Chi-square distributions. Here the ratio is F =
s2
0
/s2

2
. (The denominator must be less than the numerator.) The spei� F-distribution is denoted also by the degrees of freedom for the numerator Chi-square and the degrees of freedom for the denominator Chi-square. Here weadopt degree of freedom ν = 100 for both distributions. 2 When the observedratio is less than the theoreti value, the variability whih is responsible forthe numerator is onsidered as signi�ant, not in aident.Here we use the ritial limits the F-values (F99)

1/2 = 1.17 and (F95)
1/2 =

1.12 for 99% and 95% signi�ant, respetively (f. Tuker 1962, Neter et al.1992; http : //socr.ucla.edu/applets.dir/FT able.html
http : //www.statsoft.com/textbook/distribution − tables/).Table 2.Results from the proessing of data: name of the observed star, average magnitude,RMSD of the light urve in respet to the average, RMSD of the light urve in respet ofseond-order polynomial and ratio of the RMSDsStar 	m s0 s2 s0/s2[mag℄ [mag℄ [mag℄ZZ CMi 11.511 0.0073 0.0061 1.21NQ Gem 10.071 0.0042 0.0040 1.05BF Cyg 9.998 0.0244 0.0082 2.99The ratios in the last olumn in Table 2 give evidene that the �rst andthird star show statistially signi�ant variability (s0/s2 > (F99)

1/2), but the2 The light urve of NQ Gem was additionally redued six-times by averaging with aimto have 118 data points, ompatible with the number of points of other stars.



Searhing for optial �ikering in 3 symbioti stars 65seond does not. The variability in the third ase is higher than in the �rstase beause of the signi�ant almost linear rend of the third light urve.Large amplitude �ikering is missing in all light urves.

Fig. 1. Observations of ZZ CMi, NQ Gem and BF Cyg in B -band. The light urves are�tted by seond-order polynomials. The error bars in the upper left orners of the panelsrepresent the typial photometri error.
2 Individual objets2.1 ZZ CMiIijima (1984) lassi�ed ZZ CMi as a symbioti star and the results of theUBV observations of Zamanov & Tomov (1992) are in agreement with thislassi�ation. The pro�le of Hα line (Bopp 1984) on�rmed that a late-typestar is a donor and give evidenes for the symbioti nature of the objet. Ourlight urve on�rms only the intra-night variability of this system, whih iswell �tted by a seond-order polynomial.
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